number of trucks full of food and supplies for the fronts.
Thens dodging the bullets of the Russian guards, they
darted back into the forest. They remained in hiding there
for a while and then repeated the raid on another part of
the line. Finally satisfied^ they made their way back to
their own lines. The whole trip there and back had taken
just over a week, and they hadn't lost a single man,
Well, that was one of the more spectacular of these
Finnish ski-patrol actions which are doing so much to
harass the Russians and cut off their supplies. They are
going on all the time. Patrols number anything from ten
to a hundred and fifty men, but the average is generally
around twenty. They think nothing of attacking ten times
that number of Russians.
The other ski-patrol man who was with us that evening
had been a village schoolmaster before the war. The last
thing he would have thought about three months ago
would have been killing Russians. But he smiled evasively
when asked how many Russian cap badges he had
collected.
These ski-patrols in their white clothes have constantly
been described as gliding silently like ghosts through the
forest. IVe seen them and heard them lots of times, and in
the ordinary way skis make a very definite swishing and
crunching noise on the frozen snow. But when the enemy
is sighted or heard it is an entirely different story. Then the
Finns abandon their ski-sticks, unsling the rifles or
machine-pistols with which they are armed, and crouching
low over their skis, really do creep along silently. When
they are near enough they shoot from behind trees. Even
a small tree will give them good cover, because they say the
Russians often use soft-nosed bullets which, though they
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